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LATTICE TREADS, JELAH-TEŠANJ 
 

Project title 
 

Completion the program for lattice treads 
 

Sector 
 

Metal sector 

Location  
 

Jelah -Tešanj Municipality  

Location description 
 

The company Junior Eko- Termik is placed 1km from the regional road, 5km from 
the industrial zone of Tešanj, near Trade zone as well as 20 km from the railway 
roads.  
 

Company description 
 

The company has got the name Junior Eko-Termik d.o.o Jelah-Tešanj since 2001, 
but this is a family company with a long tradition since 1936.  
The company among other products also produces lattice treads with standards of 
DIN and EU with different shapes, purposes, size and capacity.  

Project status 
 

In progress 

Project description 
 

The project includes the new system of production of the pressed grids. The 
transversal strips are pressed into wearable strips under the pressure of 5000 kN. 
These products would be produced on requirements of the customers according to 
their needs. The aim of the company is to master the production of grids with a 
large load, grids for blinds, full grids, straight and spiral treads for stairs, racking 
grids, grids for oil platforms, grids for pools, grids for trees, lamellar grids, grids for 
fences, spiral stairs and linking elements for all types of grids.  
 
The existing equipment is restricted to the production of small number of products 
and long-term production that in many cases refuses the customers, regardless its 
quality and prices.  So far, the production of welded grids is dominating that is slow 
and expensive.  In recent years there are needs for large amount and different 
types of lattice treads for different purposes such as for hydro and thermal 
powerhouses,  large industrial buildings, companies for processing the craft, salt, 
detergent, oil industry, refinery, shipbuilding, as well as the private sector. 
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The vision of the company is:  

 To increase the capacity of production the lattice treads (into the series 
production, and later into the mass production). 

 Have a greater choice of lattice treads in order to satisfy most demanding 
customers. 

 Standardize the production of lattice treads and use entirely material from 
domestic suppliers. 

 Reduce the time of the production. 

 Reduce the prices as much as it is possible. 
 

Estimated total 
investment cost  

App. 1 000 000 EUR 

Inputs provided by 
local partner 

Value Description 

 
 

 The company has a production building of 
about 1500 m2 with all necessary energy 
sources. 

 There are many machines for the 
processing of metal which can partly realize 
our aims.  

Inputs required from 
foreign partner  

Value Description 

App. 300 000 EUR 
 

There is a need for high- pressure presses and 
machines for expeditious welding the different 
types of grids. 
 

Form of cooperation 
with foreign partner 

Financial  Technical 

Participate in the agreed 
percentage of the working 
capital or other type of funding 
for different movable property 
on various ways with money, 
new equipment, etc. 
 

The access to new technology, to new products 
or supplement to the existing equipment that 
the company has, new access to the marketing 
services and new distribution channels. 

Supporting information 
available 

For additional information about this project, please contact FIPA either by e-mail: 
fipa@fipa.gov.ba or phone number: +387 33 278 080. 
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